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- **IBC Root Beer (12, non-alcoholic):** Left of center, a Chomsky-Stallmanesque brand of root beer, with just a hint of butterscotch.
- **Jamaican Ginger Beer (4, non-alcoholic):** Michael Jackson says “This is the Ginger Beer with an attitude problem. It kicks wicked.”
- **Catamount Amber Ale (5, alcoholic):** Fancifully remorseful.
- **Spaten Premium Lager (2, alcoholic):** And now for something completely different...
- **St. Ambroise Pale Ale (3, alcoholic):** An ale that ails. Peppery, though.
- **Cider Jack (4, alcoholic):** A cold, clammy cider.
- **Pete’s Wicked Ale (1, alcoholic):** Wicked. Evil. Unrelenting.
- **Sam Adam’s Boston Lager (3, alcoholic):** Straight from the harbor.
- **Negra Modelo (5, alcoholic):** Black as the night. Darker than Norwegian hair.
- **Sierra Nevada Pale Ale (3, alcoholic):** Remember “Treasure of the Sierra Madres”? Same thing—unhappy ending.
- **Harp Lager (3, alcoholic):** Tinny, not woody.
- **New Amsterdam (3, alcoholic):** Better than the old one. Fewer drugs, less gun-running.

**Alcoholic beverages are $1.50 per bottle.**  
**Non-Alcoholic beverages are $1.00 per bottle.**